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I. Introduction
The Black Death in medieval medical literature
The terrible pandemic of plague nowadays known as the “Black Death,”
which erupted in the Eurasian continent and spread all over Europe
between 1348–1352 and killed between 30 % and 60 % of Europes population, left ample traces in contemporary medical literature, composed by Muslim, Christian and Jewish doctors.2
Of the treatises composed by Muslim doctors, those by the Andalusian doctors Ibn Khātima, aš-Šaqūrı̄ and Ibn al-Khatı̄b are especially
˙
important, as they were composed around the time of the Black Death
and are thus valuable for their observations of this pandemic.3 The trea1 We thank the anonymous reviewer for valuable comments and suggestions for
corrections of this article.
2 For a general exposition of the Black Death, see A. M. Campbell, The Black
Death and Men of Learning (New York: Columbia University Press, 1931); P. Ziegler,
The Black Death (London, 1969; repr. 1991); J. N. Biraben, Les hommes et la peste en
France et dans les pays européens et méditerranéens (2 vols, Paris-The Hague: Mouton,
1975–1976); M. W. Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1977); R. Horrox, The Black Death (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1994); J. Arrizabalaga, “Facing the Black Death” in Practical Medicine
from Salerno to the Black Death, eds. L. Garcı́a-Ballester et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press 1994), 237–288.
3 For a general survey of the literature composed by Muslim doctors on the subject
of the plague in general and the Black Death in particular, see M. Ullmann, Die
Medizin im Islam (Leiden/Köln: Brill, 1970), 242–250; Dols, The Black Death in the
Middle East, 320–335. For an analysis of the contents, see Dols, The Black Death in
the Middle East, 84–142; D. Palazzotto, “The Black Death and Medicine: A Report
and Analysis of the Tractates Written Between 1348 and 1350” (PhD diss., University
of Kansas, 1973).
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tise entitled Tahsı̄l ġarad al-qāsid fı̄ tafsı̄l al-marad al-wāfid composed by
˙
˙
˙
˙
Ibn Khātima in the winter of 1348–1349 is, apart from the theoretical
section dealing with the essence and therapy of the plague, especially
interesting as it contains a detailed description of the progress of the
plague in the city of Almerı́a, where seventy people died every day.4
Amongst the Christian doctors, Jacme dAgramont composed a treatise some time before the appearance of the pestilence in the city of
Lerida in the Crown of Aragon in 1348. The author wrote the treatise
in Catalan and not in Latin and emphasized prophylactic prescriptions
and preventative medicine, as he intended to help the lay people of Lerida, and not to instruct the physicians.5 Gentile da Foligno, a lecturer in
the medical faculty of Perugia, wrote a Consilium contra pestilentiam
and three shorter consilia. They were written some time before June
12, 1348, when Gentile himself died from the plague in Perugia.6 In
October 1348, the College of Masters at the medical faculty of Paris
published a tractate on the pestilence entitled Compendium de epidimia,7
at the request of King Philip VI of France. The work consists of two
major sections: the causes of the plague and its derivation, and preventative and curative remedies. Other plague treatises were composed by
John of Penna in the city of Naples in 1348 and Alfonso de Córdoba,
who wrote a Epistola et Regimen de pestilentia in the city of Montpellier
in 1348 or 1349.8
Most prominent amongst the Jewish authors was without any doubt
Abraham Caslari, who was active as a physician in the town of Besalú in
the Kingdom of Aragon.9 Shortly after the outbreak of the Black Death,
4 See Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, 246–247; Palazzotto, “The Black Death and
Medicine,” 42–43.
5 See Arrizabalaga, “Facing the Black Death,” 240–241; Palazzotto, “The Black
Death and Medicine,” 31–35.
6 See Arrizabalaga, “Facing the Black Death,” 241; Palazzotto, “The Black Death
and Medicine,” 239–241.
7 Edited by H. E. Rebouis in Étude historique et critique sur la peste (Paris, 1888),
70–148; see Arrizabalaga, “Facing the Black Death,” 241–242; Palazzotto, “The Black
Death and Medicine,” 35–38.
8 See Arrizabalaga, “Facing the Black Death,” 241–242; Palazzotto, “The Black
Death and Medicine,” 38, 41–42.
9 For a survey of the literature on the plague composed in Hebrew, see the fundamental article by R. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises on the Black Death (1350–1500): A
Preliminary Study,” in Medicine from the Black Death to the French Disease, eds. R.
French et al. (Aldershot, U. K.: Ashgate, 1998), 6–25. Although the article is fundamental with regard to the new material adduced, it unfortunately suffers from several
grave mistakes. For instance, on pp. 14–15 Barkai discusses a “detailed chapter on the
Black Plague, its causes, symptoms and therapy,” allegedly from Joshua ha-Lorqis
Gerem ha-Maalot and extant in MS Paris BN, Heb. 1143, fols. 51v–54r. However,
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he composed a plague treatise entitled Ma>amar be-qaddahot divriyyot
˙
u-minei qaddahot (Treatise on pestilential fevers and [other] kinds of
˙
10
fevers). A second prominent author is Isaac Ben Todros, who lived
in the city of Avignon in the second half of the fourteenth century. In
his Be>er la-Hay (A Well of Life; cf. Gen 16:14) he strongly criticises
˙
contemporary physicians for not taking into consideration the different
individual constitutions of the patients and the causes of the plague.11 A
third author is Abraham Bar Solomon Hen, who will be discussed be˙
low.
In addition to the work of these authors, who are known by name, we
possess an anonymous treatise entitled Ha-Ma>amar be-qaddahat ha-de˙
ver (Treatise on pestilential fever),12 which is extant in MS Berlin, Staats13
bibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 232/10 (Qu 836) and in MS Leeuwarden, Provinciale Bibliotheek van Friesland 19HS.14 In addition to
these treatises composed in Hebrew, Jewish authors hailing from Christian Spain used Arabic for compositions on the plague. Thus, Elijah Ben
Abraham, whose Arabic name was Ilyās ibn Ibrāhı̄m al-Yahūdı̄ al-Išbānı̄, wrote a treatise entitled K. majannat at-ta<ūn wa l-wabā>, which
˙˙
he dedicated to the Ottoman Sultan Selim I while he was staying at
15
the sultans court in Constantinople. In addition to these original
works, we have Hebrew translations from other languages that testify
the text in question is none other than Ibn Sı̄nās discussion of pestilential fevers and
their treatment in his K. al-qānūn fı̄ l-tibb, in the Hebrew translation of Nathan ha˙ fols. 51v–54r, but on 51r–53r.
Meati. Moreover, it does not appear on
10 For the edition and translation into Dutch on the basis of one manuscript,
namely Leiden, Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit Or. 4778 (Warner 40/6), fols. 115r–
123v, see H. Pinkhof, Abraham Kashlari over Pestachtige Koortsen. Hebreeuwsch met
Nederlandsche Vertaling. Naar het te Leiden voorhanden handschrift, benevens een bericht
over vier andere 14e eeuwsche Hebreeuwsche handschriften, handelende over de pest (Amsterdam, 1891). However, as Jessica Kley showed in her MA thesis (“Der Schwarze Tod
im Mittelalter-Abraham Kaslaris Traktat über pestilenzialische und ander Arten von
Fiebererkrankungen. Kritische Teiledition, Übersetzung und Einleitung”; Cologne,
2006), the edition is uncritical, contains many mistakes, and many pharmacological
terms remain unidentified. Ms Kley is currently preparing a new edition of Caslaris
Ma>amar be-qaddahot divriyyot and his <Aleh Ra<anan based on all the extant manu˙ doctoral dissertation.
scripts as part of her
11 Cf. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 12–13. The treatise was edited on the basis of the
MS Moscow, Guenzburg 165, by D. Ginzbourg in Jubelschrift zum neunzigsten Geburtstag des Dr. L. Zunz (Berlin, 1884), 91–126.
12 Cf. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 12.
13 Cf. M. Steinschneider, Die Handschriften-Verzeichnisse der Königlichen Bibliothek
zu Berlin: Verzeichniss der hebrischen Handschriften (2 vols., Berlin, 1878–1897; repr.,
in 1 vol, Hildesheim, 1980).
14 An edition of this text is forthcoming.
15 Cf. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 15.
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to the strong interest of the subject of the plague in Jewish circles. Thus,
the treatise on the Black Death composed in 1365 by John of Burgundy,
professor for medicine in Liège between 1330–1370,16 was translated
twice into Hebrew, first by Benjamin of Carcassonne in 1399 and later
by Joshua of Bologna in the fifteenth century.17 Two further translations
were probably produced in Spain. The first is a translation into JudeoSpanish by an anonymous translator of the Preservatio contra pestilentiam, which was composed by Jean de Tournemire in 1370. The second
translation is a Hebrew translation of a regimen of health during the
plague ascribed to an otherwise unknown Pablo de Sipaya.18 Other Hebrew translations concern Gentile da Folignos Concilium, Velescus de
Tarantos Compendium utilissimum contra pestilentia, and a plague treatise composed by Francisco de Cenellis of Bologna.19

The medical interpretation of the Black Death: aetiology, prevention
and treatment
Medieval literature on the plague generally distinguishes two different
types of causes for the occurrence of the plague: metaphysical, i. e. the
will of God, and physical. The physical causes can be subdivided into a
remote cause and a near cause. The remote cause, usually an astrological
or celestial one, may create atmospheric or terrestrial disturbances which
result in the near cause, namely miasma (i. e. corruption of the air) and
contagion.20 The most popular medieval explanation for epidemics was
the theory of the Great Conjunctions, promulgated by the ninth-century
Arab astrologer Abū Ma<shar (Albumasar). In this theory particular
planetary conjunctions cause major political and natural disasters. The
masters at the medical faculty in Paris embraced this causal model by
stating that the Black Death was generated by the unfavorable conjunction of Saturn, Jupiter and Mars in the sign of Aquarius in the year
1345, which resulted in a deadly corruption of the surrounding air.21
The concept of the corruption of the air, which became prominent in
16 Cf. M. Steinschneider, Die hebrischen Übersetzungen des Mittelalters und die
Juden als Dolmetscher (Berlin, 1893; repr. Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1956), 803–804.
17 Cf. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 7.
18 Cf. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 7–8.
19 Cf. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 9.
20 Cf. Palazzotto, “The Black Death and Medicine,” 62.
21 Cf. Gerrit Bos, “R. Moshe Narboni, Philosopher and Physician: A Critical Analysis of Sefer Orah Hayyim,” Medieval Encounters 2 no. 1 (1995): 219–251, 241–242.
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the literature on the plague, ultimately goes back to the classical doctors
Hippocrates (Epidemics I and III) and Galen; the theory was then
adopted by medieval doctors, either directly or indirectly, through the
commentary literature. In his De differentiis febrium, Galen develops
Hippocrates concept of the miasmatic corruption of the air and combines it with that of the pneuma22 and with his theory of the four bodily
humors that dominated medieval medicine and formed the framework
for most of the medical accounts of the Black Death.23 The idea that the
plague could also be caused by contagion can be found in the works of
some Christian and Muslim medical authors, but it seems to be absent
from the Jewish literature on the plague.24 At the end of the day, however, most authors consider God to be the ultimate cause of the plague.
Some do so by making the remote, astrological causes subservient to
God. For instance, Isaac Ben Todros concludes that “the heavenly hosts
do not themselves have strength, but are as an axe in the hands of the
Hewer, and they have no ability to harm or to benefit except what is
given them by the Creator”.25 A statement to the same intent is featured
in Caslari26 and in Abraham Hen, as we shall see below.
˙
The means recommended in the different plague treatises as a prophylaxis against the plague are of a similar nature, as they go back to common sources, namely the works of Hippocrates and Galen, their medieval commentaries, and other derivative works, above all Ibn Sı̄nās K. alqānūn fı̄ l-tibb (Canon). Since both the corruption of the air and the
˙
plague are generally thought to be caused by too much heat and moisture, the application of different sorts of fumigations and aromatics to
improve the air quality and to protect the body is a central theme. The
ingredients to be applied are of a cold and dry nature, according to the
generally adopted theory of contraria contrariis curantur.27 In addition
to these ingredients to improve the air, we often find recommendations
pertaining to eating and drinking, i. e. diet; work and rest; sleep and
waking; natural excretion and retention (including bathing and coitus);
and the affections of the soul. These six external “non-natural” elements
22 On the pneuma, a sort of very subtle and fine matter that was considered to be
vital for the condition and functions of the body and soul, see Manfred Ullmann,
Islamic Medicine (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1978) 62–3. For a detailed
discussion by a medieval doctor, see Maimonides, On the Regimen of Health 4.1–2
(forthcoming edition and translation by Gerrit Bos).
23 Cf. Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East, 85 ff.
24 Cf. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 21.
25 Trans. Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” 21.
26 Cf. edition Kley, “Der Schwarze Tod im Mittelalter,” 2.4.
27 Cf. Dols, The Black Death, 98 ff.
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influencing ones health are part of the Galenic scheme of the sex res
non-naturales that became a current motif in all the later treatises dealing with hygiene.28 In case one actually fell ill with the plague, bloodletting was especially recommended, conforming to the theory that the
disease was caused by a surplus of corrupt blood that had the same
qualities as the corrupt air, namely, heat and moisture. To treat the external symptoms of the plague, the physicians advised the application of
different salves, lotions, plasters and poultices, as well as certain surgical
practices.29

Abraham Bar Solomon Hen and his Tractatulus de pestilentia
˙
Abraham Bar Solomon Hen is only known from his authorship of this
˙
treatise. We do not have any other biographical or bibliographical data.
However, since the family name Hen is Hebrew for Gracian, it is possi˙
ble that he was a member of the well-known Gracian family hailing from
Barcelona and probably lived at least for some time in that city.30 In fact,
many of the non-Hebrew terms that frequently appear in the text make
Catalonia the most probable region for localizing this author. We have
thoroughly analyzed and explained the foreign terms in a glossary at the
end of this article; see the introductory remarks to the glossary for
further comments. The treatise itself survives in an incomplete copy in
MS Leiden, Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit Or. 4778 (Warner 40/7),31
fols. 123v–126v, and was possibly copied in 1484.32 The text of the treatise suffers from several corruptions, possibly the result of copyist(s). In
the edition of the Hebrew text, we have emended these corruptions
wherever we could. The treatise itself does not have a title; the term
“Tractatulus de pestilentia” has been conveniently added by Steinschnei28 Cf. M. Dols, Medieval Islamic Medicine: Ibn Ridwāns Treatise “On the Prevention
˙
of Bodily Ills in Egypt.” Translated, with an introduction;
Arabic text edited by Adil. S.
Gamal. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 14, esp. notes 65–66. The six
non-naturals are especially prominent in the anonymous Ha-Ma>amar be-qaddahat ha˙
dever.
29 Cf. Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East, 105ff; Palazzotto, “The Black
Death and Medicine,” 115 ff.
30 See entry “Gracian (Hen), Zerahiah Ben Isaac Ben Shealtiel,” Encyclopaedia
Judaica, vol. 7, cols. 842–843˙ (U. Cassuto).
31 Cf. M. Steinschneider, Catalogus Codicum Hebraeorum Bibliothecae Academiae
Lugduno-Baraviae (Leiden: Lugduni-Batavorum apud Brill, 1858), 155–156; A. van
der Heide, Hebrew Manuscripts of Leiden University Library (Leiden: Universitaire
pers Leiden, 1977). “Warner 40/8” in Barkai, “Jewish Treatises” is incorrect.
32 According to Barkai, “Jewish Treatises,” the text starts on fol. 123v.
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der and adopted by the current editors. Steinschneider suggests that the
treatise was composed in 1349. He does not provide any argument to
substantiate this supposition.
As for the reason for its composition, Abraham Hen informs us that
˙
because plagues inevitably do occur and since it is nearly impossible to
cure them, the only thing one can do is to try to protect oneself against
their actual occurrence by means of the kind of preventative regimen
that he provides in the treatise. In order that people in general might
find it easy to familiarize themselves with the contents of the treatise,
he composed it in a concise way and arranged its contents in six chapters, to ease memorisation. Yet the author realized that actually only
those who often think about the medical art (i. e., physicians) would
take notice of it. Major sources explicitly mentioned by Abraham Hen
˙
are the works of Hippocrates, al-Rāzı̄ (865–932)33 and Ibn Sı̄nā (980–
34
1037) . Among the works of Hippocrates, he certainly consulted the
Epidemics and the Aphorisms, as these are quoted explicitly. In the
case of al-Rāzı̄, it is probable that he used the relevant material from
K. al-Hāwı̄ fı̄ al-tibb,35 and for Ibn Sı̄nā he consulted K. al-qānūn fı̄ l-tibb,
˙
˙
˙
which was a central work for medieval doctors discussing the plague, as
noted above. In addition to these sources mentioned in the preface, he
explicitly consulted Galens commentary on Hippocrates Aphorisms.36
It seems that Abraham Hens treatise on the plague had a very limited
˙
circulation, as it only survives in one incomplete manuscript and was not
quoted in subsequent literature, as far as we know at the moment. Thus,
it may well be that it was above all a personal aide-memoire.

The contents of the Tractatulus de pestilentia
In the first chapter, Abraham Hen discusses the symptoms of the plague
˙
and the prognosis concerning its crisis. He describes the usefulness of the
emunctories, i. e., the cervical, axillary and inguinal cavities to which the
vital organs expel the destructive substances through agitated blood, so
that these substances do not affect the major organs resulting in the
death of the patient. This theory was, as Dols remarks, adopted from
Arabic medicine and then had a long life in European medicine, as it
33

On al-Rāzı̄, see Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, 128–136.
On Ibn Sı̄nā, see Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, 152–156.
35 K. al-Hwı̄ fı̄ al-tibb, vols. 1–23 (Hyderabad: Da>irat al-Ma>arif al-<Uthmaniyah,
˙
1952–1974) ˙esp. vol. 15153–225.
36 Cf. section 5.
34
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may be found already in John of Burgundys treatise on the plague mentioned above and as late as the investigation of the plague by Sydenham
in the seventeenth century.37 Fatal symptoms appearing in combination
with boils are: delirium, emesis of red bile, a swelling of the stomach,
cold of the extremities, syncope, black excrements, black blood bleeding
from the nose, palpitations, blackness, or extreme thirst or bolismus. Yet
another symptom, namely that of fever and its occurrence previous to
the boils or subsequent to them, is treated extensively, where the author
quotes from Hippocrates Aphorisms and Galens commentary on it.
Abraham Hen concludes the chapter by warning against a positive prog˙
nosis derived from good symptoms, followed by a good crisis. Even then
it is doubtful whether the patient will survive.
In the second chapter, Abraham Hen discusses the causes of the
˙
plague. Although he recognizes that most physicians distinguish two
kinds of causes, namely, celestial and terrestrial, he only discusses the
near cause, which he subdivides into two causes: corrupt air and a bad
regimen.38 The theory of two causes for the plague can be found in Ibn
al-Nafı̄s39 commentary on Ibn Sı̄nās K. al-qānūn fı̄ l-tibb: “The pesti˙
lence resulted from a corruption occurring in the substance of the air
40
due to heavenly and terrestrial causes.” As Dols remarks, this sentence
and the next one, which specifies the earthly and heavenly causes, are
often quoted by the Muslim authors in their treatises on the plague.41 A
similar statement can be found in Abraham Caslaris Maamar be-qaddahot divriyyot: zfjmjmy na zfjuxa na ne yfsre zfbqf (the causes of
˙
the putrefaction [of the air causing pestilential fever] are either terrestrial
or celestial).42 In addition to the mentioned external (non-natural) factors causing plague, Abraham Hen stresses the important role played by
˙
natural factors, i. e., coldness and dryness of the body, in resisting this
disease.
The central subject of chapter three is that of a preservative regimen
of health and hygiene,43 whereby the subject matter is arranged according to the concept of the “six non-naturals” mentioned above. Such an
37

Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East,77–78.
This conforms to his earlier statement in the preface that the distant cause of the
disease is unknown.
39 On Ibn al-Nafı̄s (d. 1288), see Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, 172–176.
40 Trans. Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East, 88.
41 Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East, 89, n. 19.
42 Ed. Kley, “Der Schwarze Tod im Mittelalter,” 2.2.
43 Cf. the extensive discussion in Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East, 99–105;
Palazzotto, “The Black Death and Medicine,” 114 ff; Kley, “Der Schwarze Tod im
Mittelalter,” 24–26.
38
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arrangement can be found in other treatises on the plague as well, such
as, for instance in that composed by Jacme dAgramont.44 As an introduction, Abraham Hen first of all discusses specific remedies to be taken
˙
by those who have a dry and cold disposition and thus do not need a
preservative regimen to counteract the poisonous air. Some of the remedies recommended are Armenian bole, sigillate earth, theriac and Mithridate, and Rhazes pills. Armenian bole, an argillaceous earth
brought primarily from Persia and Armenia and used for both prevention and treatment of plague victims, was already recommended by Galen in De simplicium medicamentorum temperamentis et facultatibus
9:1.45 Galens recommendation was generally adopted in subsequent literature on the plague. Ibn Sı̄nā suggests its application on the buboes
themselves; it is one of the components of the recipes for the so-called
“smelling apples,” which the College of Masters of the medical faculty of
Paris recommended in their compendium.46 Abraham Caslari47 recommends its application as well, while the anonymous Ha-Maamar beqaddahat ha-dever explicitly quotes the Galen passage in question.48
˙
Abraham Hen then addresses the first element from the “six non˙
naturals,” namely the air, and suggests a variety of fumigations to improve the quality of hot, moist, or turbid air. For turbid air he advises to
make bright fires from rosemary, juniper, rocket, and myrtle. To protect
the body against the poisonous air, he recommends fomenting it with
different ingredients, such as water and vinegar with citron leaves, quince
leaves, and young shoots of roses and the like. The next element from the
“six non-naturals” he discusses is that of food and drink. Referring to
Ibn Sı̄nā, he states that one should avoid sweet things and things that
produce obstructions and foods that are liable to putrefaction, such as
moist foods. Food with sour ingredients is recommended as beneficial.
As for bread, it should be well-leavened, well-baked, with little salt.
Other food items discussed are vegetables, fruit, and wine. A good
wine is that which is thin, white, acidulous, and greatly diluted. Abraham Hen then summarily discusses the remaining elements from the “six
˙
non naturals,” namely evacuation and retention, movements of the body
44 Cf. C.-E. A. Winslow and M. L. Duran-Reynals, “Jacme dAgramont and the
first of the plague tractates,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 22 (1948), 747–765,
760.
45 Claudii Galeni Opera Omnia, ed. C. G. Kühn (20 vols.Leipzig 1821–1833, repr.
Hildesheim, 1967) 12:192.
46 For an extensive description of their use, see Dols, The Black Death in the Middle
East, 103–104.
47 Cf. Kley, “Der Schwarze Tod im Mittelalter,” 25.
48 See forthcoming edition, section 21.
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and soul, and sleep and wakefulness. The bodies of those who suffer
from repletion should be emptied; a regimen of rest and sexual abstention should be adhered to; sleep should be avoided; and one should be in
good spirits.
In the fourth chapter, Abraham Hen discusses a distant cause of the
˙
plague which in turn causes certain atmospheric disturbances, even
though he remarks in the preface to the treatise that one cannot know
the distant, celestial causes of the plague. Such a distant cause is the
appearance of the stars b Librae and Ursae Maioris; consequently, the
air is so dark and turbid that it might rain, but it does not rain; the
summer is hot and moist; birds leave their nests and eggs; and many
reptiles appear on the earth.
In chapter five, Abraham Hen discusses the subject of those symp˙
toms that distinguish pestilential fever from other fevers. Such a distinction is vital for the correct diagnosis and ensuing treatment of patients
suffering from these fevers. It is a central subject in Abraham Caslaris
Maamar be-qaddahot divriyyot; the author remarks that he saw many
˙
patients die because of a wrong diagnosis.49 A more appropriate place to
treat this subject would have been the first chapter, where the author
discusses those symptoms that appear in addition to buboes.
The final chapter of the treatise is devoted to the actual treatment of
plague victims.50 Unfortunately, the text is incomplete and breaks off
after a discussion of the consumption of certain foods for those who
suffer from weakness and lack of appetite.

II. Edition
Editorial conventions
Hebrew text:
MS = MS Leiden, Bibliotheek der Rijksuniversiteit Or. 4778 (Warner 40/7)
<…> = to be added
>…< = to be deleted
(?) = doubtful reading
English translation:
[…] = added by the translators
49

Ed. Kley, “Der Schwarze Tod im Mittelalter,” 0.2–0.4.
Cf. Dols, The Black Death in the Middle East, 105–109; Palazzotto, “The Black
Death and Medicine,” 203 ff.
50
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zr m d lh j byf j lr xf b rj jk ti fy i fy .e’’ elg p h emly x b nex ba 50’ma (1 )
lkqo ps fa b ts frm t xy f jx sf j yf oae p jm e jyx y Aj f ed jw sl ed jw sm f zrl
d fm rl xy sja e la l yj y em hf l lr zf lrel j oa j zja x .ew f hx e fzb q foh oa
e ure x bd e n df w jk f rj c eb jl fh e zx qe m l wj y e xj my e z md we b df hj b f dc o m
51erj dj z frj b wb n da lk lua z fj el jf a xy i rmkf .xb d e zr b eu rem p fkz
f z xj kg l wz y jd k x f uwb f j zm y x pk l . dj mz f b y mz y e Ax f u b bf qe xg c y eml
. ao j q pb f jg ax ef ia xw fb a jx bd m f jz i wlf j zr d j sl p fk o x z fj e x fd qb f e s lr
w x ea fs xe zka lmb zfoofb ze i rm fl y jy j m eg f elkq j a l jk j oa jzr dj f
.a umj y xy sa na erj dj b j omm zfh s af ey j mlf zx kg ml j l fj zxh b
:nj wx s eyy l fj zwlh f (2 )
jj x bd n yb nq xf sme j lf he eg nyf xe n fw m njd mf re nj xb db ’a e wx se
.l fb cb er jd je zmd we f
.eb fx we f zbqb ’b e wx se
j zlb e njx bd eyy e xf dq j sl j lfh e eg b lf som ex jmy e zmdw eb ’ce wx se
. njj rb i
. gf hm f a x jr n fw m egj a b jl fh e eg d lj z e zr jd j nj mj dw me z fz f ab ’d e wx se
.z f xh a z f hd w m zh d we z a g nj ljd b mf nj jl fc qe z f z fa b ’e e wx se
.jl fh h eg zaf sx b ’f e wx se
zj jq xa aqx fm a j e nja f w fa pf ra ila zax woe a qx fme p fy ax e wx se (3 )
.yf x fi ofma nja x wo nj jya xe n jx ba l ej jh de zf mf wm zyl ym dh ab zdl jzm
fa wf xj eax mm na y’’k f nf da rbu m aj e na zj mzy xy sa a qx fme e zfa f
f rb ib xya qx a <l r> f xf j zf qxf mem zf zfa e fl a j k xh a ea xm f a x fh y
ex wj na f .y w ax i oa ’x wo e a qxf me ez f a em r bb qj f .b le la z k ll ww f zy j
’xw o pi be h so fa jj mfd a < a >j w f a fa j iyw jm fw ax wo lky e lfb lb nmr
cf ld fmk fa xf hy n d zsj rx fa exf h y ea fu f a t flr e fa zff uw e xf wf fa j yoi
zf zfa e f la lk : yfm yjl fb fa el ba xj llf ioj a l’’x clsf m a muf zfx h y f a e gh b
fm lrj fa f x qhj zfqx fm e fla na p kf . zfm < f> dj c j zf qxf me 52fla lr nj ab e
e lfh e ej hj na n c . zfm zf a a fe w gh z zhd wef eb xe f bj a kj a lf v fh l f auj al f
. r x x z f j a f e f x f h y f z f j e d f r l k y w a x i o a e f r x z f a e o r j a l f 53 f e l a y o f
a lf <.. .> b fx b d jmz zhd w e e zfa x ya e zlb f a zhd w nr n jmr s aqx fm e zag f
.j j xb d j lfh ax wz p kl da m dh jl fh a f ey eml ’e e nf jb x f brz
elh z zbqm a b j pf ra ie n a c’’sb fl y aj mjd sa m joyb ia x wf ba xma f (4 )
e o j a z l h z m e b q x h a a b j n a l b a z o k f q m g a e o j a f n f j z h d w A y m j 54 e j x h a f
erx eqx fm n r zh d w lk nj wx sem ’ db qfo j la c x ma f .er x a je g af nfj z hd w
aqx f me ga jk w sq a lb er x a je p fra i l ndw z zh d we na Aa . nfj z hd w z lf g
. xmf h e rfx m aj e
nej oz y f md jy f mk nj bf i e fj z fz f ab a sf xe f b 55hi b j al j lf he e gb p kl (5 )
j lf he rf xm w x rb ie b fi m f af b j al erx elb ce m n ey jsl nj h bf ym nej xmy f
51
52
53
54
55
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Fol. 124a
Fol. 124b
felayof: emendation; MS: feflayof
ejxhaf: emendation; MS: efxhaf
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r bi e h uo l wg hz m jl fh ef nd xo xa y o f xm fh e h uo l wqr ze l l kfj a l r bi e j k
z f zf a f au mj j k nc pka .z fm n ejx h a Ay m j b fi l fb c f x fj z f z fa fa xo j k nc f
zmd we yj ’x wf ba ’ma m pj hb el Aj lrf .wf sqb na j k nj jh (?)xf a z a l nj bf i
f la e s jzd hj y zfj e nr .zma zz a l nj dh e nj jlh b zf m fa njj h b erj dj e
f x kgo d f r nj xh a njx w m ne l yj zhd w e zag f zfqx f me f la nr n ja be nj xw me
.nj mqx fs me ea fsx e j xsq b
nj cfq j oy jl fh e eg l fd hj j nj as fx e bf xy zf je n r ebq b ’b e wx se (6 )
x j fa n jzy zf bf xw e zfb qe j k zfll kb x mf l lkf o 56zfj ux af zf jm jmy zf b qem
b f ix xj fa f mkf fz sj ay b j y f oa e w fx e y srj zf h lf n fh dq sef y fs rb Ajj az o
nj x u nfw me f z fa z f af b mf (? )j w oy y fa y fo x jf w l’ ’x nj w fmr z f mf wmb jj my c
r fx z j o y e eb qef .emf df emh lm j zm m fmk x j fa e njd j qsm nj xb d z o f ky l f a
nj ok fme z f o fg mef njh le z f xj se f mk nj jmj m nj hl n jw fz m z f of g mm ec eo e
n js fce f mk n jokf ml x zfj j lfh e e g ex w j .f zfm k b xb pf gm e zhj w l fa ys rzel
lcyme e bx ey jm f (?)n jlr bf n jh lef njm hef zfrx zfh lm> f< nja j lme
x yaf nj jw oe njs fce ne nj okf m jzlb e ir me lr nj yb jf njx we A a .e ujh xe f
. jf fyb fl mrze
e c xd mm tqf zj f elr j wx sey k j k ea mj ds al jy y m j rj by b ia xw fb a xm af (7 )
zljh zbf vj we zj xh a b yd hzj x b de j k rdj nj jx bd njj lh y dh j f rb i dco
.tx fh e
x jf al n jks ee nj sfce f aj qf xj yj xs l’ ’x ex jm ye zmd web ’ce wx se (8 )
x j fa l jj kse af ey em b ex jm ye nj dw el f kx iuj al njy bj f nj x we f mk j jx bd e
fa qlj aw ’xw oe joj mx alf b e fmk zf jq xa e dcol elf cqk f l af ey em b al a
f mkf ai lj c y aw ji w p kf .x wb lkb c f gm p j jb ’ xd j o y dr e hj wle f j oj mx a qf ij l
j x ha l ka j al A a cfg m p jj b ’x d ne m ehj wl ef i ad jx i jmf wa jx ib yoi aj sfa e
>n< jx cxc ’g l lw ym nem e hj wl ef g ax d yl flj sf . zfry ’ h zal m dr nzh jw l
. njy bj f nj xw njx b db n z fa jx bb fl a fc e oz j f .e xf ry
. fg wf j nj a lmef .nj ybj f nj x w nj xb db exj mye n jd we l fkx uf j nj mh ef (9 )
n j s f c e 57b c o l v m a z z . n zm f z q x q f z n j m zf q m e f . f w x f j z f r x z f h j l m n j a l m e f
j f ax yb j ef xw e pkl .f zlfg m xb de m x myo xzf j ybj f xw e tfce j k lk fz xya k
. al y b jef x wef y srz el pkf m x z fj a fe hl ef nhe xj f ae .c gm e f zf a b x my j y
ax wo j mfx d ef yf sre x jq j lof aj xi oji sy a xw o jofs ue x jf ae p kl
z f x m f y e n e n j j r b i j z l b n j x b d e y y e y j s l f . f e b b q j 58 l a o f a j d j x m
.nj xd qb e ce o ee z ag xd qo jf ax e Ax rb f jej yk z f aj xb e
p f yr af e >y bj ef < nh e xj fa l pw z me nj yb jf njx w nj x bd b d cf o j x jf ae m (10 )
a mfc f jls fx jc f p j af laf wj iy mf e ff xj mf j llj df y w oj x ff e af c jy f eo fb l
59 j x i j q y l f d o u f m k h x q f m e y f s j r e f x j q j h f x j l r b n j x b d e . j o s d < f >
v jx mz e fm k xj fa e z fh jl f d co j nju bf we n jx bd e .(? )x fl c v j xmz x asf o jo
njf a x nj o fyr e fla .lj bc o g k xj fa e jb fr f d co j njw d e njx bd e .x jx sye f
nj zre f la b jk e ljl e juh b b xr b nf je j uh b x wb b nf jb njm rs ’d zf yrj l
.zsl hzm er foz xj fa e rrf ozj
56
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hibj: emendation; MS: hibfj
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r xg f x jzk j llj d m af e nf jb njm rs ’b zfyr l zfa jf bf i x zfj e p fyr ey rd (11 )
qaf jcj lf eoa jqo eyj b j yw lb f p x srg f j mf cxk wx f iua f eofb l amf cf fux f iqo
l kfj fl amf gf l zfmk zf cfr e yrof zf jmb fcg mf jf f yzkf j el a lk .y ja fl a
. ’ m f d f n j d x f j s l h f y f b h j l r f cf x za j l r n r v m f h f n j m b 60 n j s f l g e f . h j x e l
. ai xf mf e cf x fa f qj xb o jc f jo mf xm x je b y a zx f dm f y rj x f kr xj f ae na (12 )
xe gef nj xw e zfmf wm b d fmr l jf ax .dq sem x jf ae x fm yj ed b l ad ji js aya e
j d wa xme n yfj na j k fx ma .nj jof su nj hf zs zfofl he f je f zfj mf xd e zfh fx m
.j jqx a j lf hm x fmy j x frl w b d bl e dcok
zf ofg mef njm fzq zfd jl fmf nj wf zme nj xb de f wh x fj .e zyjf lka jy emb (13 )
l j c x j f y f s r e z f h d w e w x s b a o j q p b ’ d m p f y a x p s f a b ’ k g ok y f s r l 61 n j o k f m e
fw h xf j .h lm i rmb f b ie j fsa f b ie x f ay nr e jej nhl e .nj ufm he f jl fb zb
nj oiw n jlcox z n jj dcf njl fr yb kf l cr ne nj xzf me zfof gm e .nj hle zf ofg me
v j m n r z y x m o p f m j l f e c o f x i v j m f d x f j m b z f g f m 62 y k j d x j s f n j j x b d m y ’ ’ k f
. nju fmh e
f w hx fj z f jo i we f .vm fh nr z xg h f ydj lb f yj ca x fb f ywo j sya n e z f wx je f (14 )
j jrl qe nf da e z lf g c d lk mf 63eo jb c m xm y el j fa x z uw zr dl .n jlf s z lf g
p j lbz lk .j lsf xj c i rmf e co f xz vj m nr wf z m pmy b p c fi m eje jyf ywy fw me
. p e m i r m i r m w j s y a f p a x s r g f 64 a l j o w z l f g f w h x f j
a lyf e bx e cf gm zfu jmh l e if oe p bl e w jw xe lcx fj w x w h xf j wf zme p j je (15 )
l jyb zm d a m x myef . zfa o xzf je af e cj xc ax woe .i aw yfm a lf lyf bm eje j
j ojm xa lfb f blf c dj mz hw lj f lf kre jlw zfof gm f lka j l lkb .elj le f jlr xb ry
e jej y j fa x .j ojmx a l fb e cjeoey j m x bd b lso a l jk 65eqf om vm fh f nj m nr
. lcxf mem zf hs p f gme zf mk
p j j n r y ab zfl yf bm yjx j s f mk nju fmh ef nj ef wef n jub fw e fj ej zfx se (16 )
b lf cb h wl j nj uf mh njof mx nju fmh nj hf sz nj yf bh f ey fcog ax woe e bx e cfg m
. lcxf mem zf hs p fg me zf mk ej ejy j f ax . vm fh f nj m nr yj ojmx a l fb f
fw xf jf ezymf lka m bx m fx myj f > bg fk < nj al me fg w fj f .x uref ew xeb (17 )
.eokee j sl zf hj le
eo ke a fe n fh e jmj b b xe z f lmr ze e .<z > fj y s of <z > fj sf c z f rf oz b (18 )
j xmcl lcy me wh xf j . ehf ome j fa x p klf x bd e j mjb y’’k f nj bx njj lh d lj zel
pf y y b co r ze l jf ax z uxm o e ewf y z e x ha f b x pm g f om m fx urj xy a l z lf g
.b fj he h fx e ea yf o el re zag jk 66eh myb f
j k Ak lk lka me x ha y ’’k f nf je z oy y ’’kf eo j y e wh x fz .eu jw jb f e oj y b (19 )
.n jsf ce zbcom
.pm dg jy nf w m egj ab jl fh e eg d lj ze z f xx f rz e z fz f ab ’de w xs e (20 )
n fj b na z j oy x fw n rsf nf h nrs ej ej f cl dme b kfk ef a wf ba o bf g bk fk ea xj y k
60
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jxijq: emendation; MS: jxifq
njsflgef: emendation; MS: njwflgef
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x ya kf p ja nycf x ji mj y xf krf eek x jf ae e jej f nj b x nj mjb na f fm urb dh a
n jy mx v xa e lr fa xj f n eju jb f nej ow zf sfr e f b grj xya kf h lf nh v jw e eje j
.d zf rm x bd fx fj z mab z fz f ae f la n jb x
h k nhe ej ejy z<f > hd we xa ym zhd we zag nj lj db me zf zfa b ’ee wx se (21 )
e mjy o e jy f wf elf he l bq rf x nr f p fy l e y bf jf am u nr nj os bm w gh f v fh m
p zyef emj yoef e rjg b tf cem nj au fj e nj xb de zya bf bl e joky b ak f
.e aj uje f
j k n o f g l j f a x 67 p f g m e z c e o e b e of y a x f . j l f h e e g z a f s x b ’ f e w x s e ( 2 2 )
b lh f eoa ybj i : hke w gh l f jej f p fg mem zf mk zhj w lb f asx j zf bx nj mrs
. v m f h n r 68 A b f q m x f r y j m f v m f h n r z f x k g o e z f w x j e f v m f h i r m n r n j d w y
f b f bx frj f n jmb njm rs ’c nj ufh x nh l j zj z sf . nz vmf hb nj ufh x n jw fmu f
y j x s a i f n j o f m x j m f x q f b j m b z f j f l u z f m f d a 69 y j x j s f r u f m m p f m x j x c x c
nj lcoxz nzf az xq hj y nzfa lf .ea mhe f omm x qfm v fm h b lhf vm fh b
n r l ybze l f lkj d fr .p fml f acofx f i vj mb nj lyf bm fa zf jf lu zfoi w zflcox zf
p my irm f v mf hb zfl yfb m p f yax e nj me nem zf kly fm njy drf nj xw nj rx g ’ d
<.. .> ef a zj jl fa b na f x fry j m ej ej f eo j zy em xu rj a l .hl m irm f

III. Translation
[1] Says Abraham Ben Solomon Hen, may his memory be for life in the
˙
world to come: An71 overwhelming scourge passes (Is. 28:15,18) over the
inhabitants of the world from time to time and from visitation to visitation and strikes at the roots of the human species and its offspring, a
winged serpent (Is. 14:29), in a way that we do not know its distant
cause. [As this is the case], I72 considered it proper to write down those
things that we can do in order to stand aloof (resist), especially through
a preventative regimen that is easier [to adhere to] than to cure the
disease once it has arrived. For it is easier to follow advice before the
plague happens than after it has happened. And nearly every person
should have permanent knowledge regarding that which has been decreed by the agent, so that he can always use it. For this reason I have
written this down in an abbreviated form and in the best arrangement,
in my opinion, to ease its memorisation, and have selected this from the
67

Fol. 126b
pfgme: eqfom: emendation; MS: pfgmb
69 Abfqm: emendation; MS: pbfqm
70 yjxjsf: emendation; MS: yfxjsf
71 “An … cause”: Barkai translates, “A sudden scourge shall befall the inhabitants
of this world from time to time, and shall strike at the roots of the human species, and
its face is that of a flying seraph in a wheel, whose turning from afar nullifies us.”
72 “I … (resist)”: Barkai translates, “I saw the need to write down how God has
made it possible to survive.”
68
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words of Hippocrates, al-Rāzı̄ and Ibn Sı̄nā. I know that someone who
rarely thinks about the medical art will not consider [this treatise]. Yet I
have chosen [to compose it] as an aide-memoire for myself and for those
who are less knowledgeable than I am, if such persons exist.
[2] I have divided [this treatise] into six chapters:
Chapter One: On those things that are an indication for this disease
known as pestilential, and on the prognosis concerning its crisis.
Chapter Two: On its proximate cause.
Chapter Three: On a preventative regimen so that one will not suffer
from this disease, arranged according to the “six non-naturals.”
Chapter Four: On the signs which prognosticate in which place, city, or
district this disease will arise.
Chapter Five: On the specific symptoms [by] which one can distinguish
this fever from other fevers.
Chapter Six: On the healing of this disease.
[3] Chapter One:
The boil called “tāūn”73 or “QWYM”74 is a poisonous boil originating
˙
in one of three places where the major organs expel [superfluities], called
“MWNTWRWŠ” (emunctories).75 This boil can be fatal if it is red,
˙
even more so when it is of a green colour, a black colour, or another
colour. For these symptoms consisting of [the mentioned] boils indicate
poison, which by its nature yearns to go to the heart. It also brings
about boils called “NTRQŠ” (anthrax) (malignant pustules). If it is
˙
accompanied by delirium called “QWMYQŠTYW” (mixing or min˙
gling), or the emesis of red bile, or a swelling of the stomach called
“TNŠYW” (stretching, tension), cold of the extremities, syncope, black
˙
excrements, black blood bleeding from the nose, jumping [sensation] in
the chest (= palpitations), blackness, or extreme thirst, that is YNTWL˙
LYRBLH (intolerable) or BWLYŠMWS (excessive hunger). All these
73 Arabic
is the generic term for “plague,” but is also used for “plague boil” in
the early Arabic translations of Hippocrates and Galen; cf. Dols, The Black Death in
the Middle East, 315–316, 319.
74 QWYM is possibly a corruption of Arab.
, cf. Ibn Sı̄nā, K. al-qānūn fı̄ altibb, ed. Bulaq (1877, repr. Cairo n.d.) 3:122; Steinschneider suggests that it is Arab.
˙
(Catalogus Codicum Hebraeorum, 161).
75 I.e., the cervical, axillary and inguinal cavities to which the vital organs expel the
destructive substances through agitated blood; see Dols, The Black Death in the Middle
East, 77.
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symptoms that come next to these boils announce death. Similarly, if
these boils diminish or disappear and do not protrude and are not
very painful, but the fever increases, it is a sign of death. And if the
patient is [still] alive but does not answer when questioned, it is a bad
sign. And if the NTRQŠ (anthrax) are still black, it is [even] worse.
˙
Sometimes the boils come with or without fever; which fever is mostly
[…] and does not pass the fifth day since it is a very acute disease; therefore it is called “pestilential disease.”
[4] Hippocrates said in Epidemics 2.3: If the boils come from an initial
cause(?) [first] and are followed by ephemeral fever, it is not dangerous.76
However, if they come after an initial cause(?) [first] and are not [followed by] ephemeral fever, they are bad. And Galen said in [his commentary on] Aphorisms 4: Every fever that [comes] with boils is bad,
except for ephemeral fever.77 But if the fever precedes the boils, it is
bad without any doubt because in that case the boils are from bad
matter.
[5] Therefore, in this disease a physician should not rely upon good
symptoms, as, for instance the urine and excrements may appear to be
laudable, since they (i. e. the symptoms) have a bad limitation [from the
side of nature]. They do not hail from the goodness of nature but from
the badness of the disease. For nature cannot occupy itself with overcoming the [bad] matter but remains asleep, and the disease becomes
stronger so that it can overcome nature. Even if the symptoms seem to
indicate a good crisis, they will be followed by death. Indeed, even if the
symptoms are found to be good, [their indication of] life is doubtful.
One should consider Hippocrates statement: [The suggestion that one
can] predict life or death in acute diseases has not been verified.78 While
I have specified [some of the] symptoms which accompany these boils
and this fever, there are yet other symptoms that have been mentioned in
the well-known medical books.

76 Cf. Hippocrates, Epidemics 2.3.5: “Fevers following swollen glands are a bad
thing unless they last one day.” (Trans. W. D. Smith; Loeb Classical Library, Hippocrates 7; Cambridge Mass., 1994).
77 Cf. KXVIIB, p. 733; actually the quotation is Galen quoting Hippocrates, Aphorisms 4.55: “Fevers following buboes are all bad except ephemerals.” (Trans. W. H. S.
Jones, LCL, Hippocrates 4; repr. Cambridge, Mass., 1979)
78 Cf. Hippocrates, Aphorisms 2.19: “In the case of acute diseases to predict either
death or recovery is not quite safe.” (Trans. Jones)
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[6] Chapter Two:
On the causes. While most physicians specified two kinds of causes for
this disease, [namely] celestial and terrestrial,79 we can say in general that
the proximate causes are two: air that is qualified by putrefaction and
corruption of heat and moisture and that corrupts the human sputum
when it is inhaled, and air that is moist and [thick] in low places, that is
QWYRNWŠ (caves) or ŠŠNQY(?), or narrow passages to such a place,
or [air that is corrupt] because of the presence of things that corrupt the
air such as war casualties and the like. The second [proximate] cause is a
bad regimen of sweet, moist, watery foods, such as moist fruits and
foods that are liable to corrupt, or the consumption of a large quantity
of food. This disease occurs more often to those who are susceptible to
it, [like] those who have bodies that are full with bad superfluities and
hot and moist and […] and those who have frequent sexual intercourse
and wash themselves frequently. [But those who have] cold and dry
bodies [suffer] less from this disease. [Those whose] bodies are clean
and who do moderate bodily exercise are not susceptible [to this disease].
[7] Hippocrates said in Epidemics 6, 7 that when the season increases [in
heat] one degree contrary to its nature it produces pestilential diseases.
One can know [that this is so] since the plague occurs in the end of the
summer and the beginning of the winter.80
[8] Chapter Three:
On the prophylaxis, that is PRYŠYRWSYW (preservation) of the
bodies [whose temperament] is contrary to the pestilential air. For instance, [those with] bodies that are cold and dry do not need a prophylaxis that counteracts the [pestilential] air, but one that acts as a specific
remedy against the poisonous quality [of the air], such as
BWLRMYNY (Armenian bole) (argil) called QYLS or LTWS
˙
RMYNY (Armenian stone). Of this one should take every morning
up to two drams mixed with wine. Likewise QTYQ ŠGYLT (sigillate
˙
˙
earth), and WPYTNŠ (opiates) with theriac81 and Mithridate.82 One
˙
should take one dram of these mixed in wine, but one should not eat
thereafter until eight hours have passed. And PYLWLŠ DRZ (Rhazes
79

Cf. Introduction.
This quotation does not appear in the mentioned source. It is possible that it
comes from Galens commentary to the Epidemics.
81 A compound initially invented against snake bites and later used as a preventative
panacea: cf. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, 321.
82 An antidote allegedly composed by Mithridates VI Eupator, king of Pontus (reg.
120–63BC); cf. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, 321.
80
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pills83): Take an amount with a weight of seven barley grains. When
they are healthy they should adhere to a diet of cold and dry things
(foods).
[9] Those with a hot [constitution] should adhere to a preventative regimen consisting of cold and dry things. Those who are full [with blood]
should be bled; those who are full with bad humors should be emptied,
and the constipated should be cured from their constipation. One should
try to keep the body dry whenever possible, because a cold and dry body
is better protected against the plague than [a body that is not cold and
dry]. Therefore someone who is dry and cold should preserve that constitution. Hot and moist air is more susceptible to corruption than cold
and dry air. Therefore the northern [wind], called “ŠPTYNTRYWNL”
˙
˙
(northern) stops the putrefaction, while the southern [wind], called
“MRYDYWNL” (southern) causes it. Since the six non-naturals preserve health if they are [observed] in the proper measure, I will arrange
this regimen accordingly.
[10] On the air. Hot [pestilential] air should be counteracted by cold and
dry ingredients. Ingredients which correct the hot [pestilential] air are
frankincense, ŠYGWH (?), WRYNQŠ (origanum?), DYLLY (bdellium), MYRWWH (myrrh), MŠTYQ (mastic), LWYN (aloe), GYRW˙
PLY (clove), GWM (gum) [Arabic], DPNY (laurel). Flatulent ingredients, such as ZNDWLŠ (sandalwood), SYTRY (cedar), NYNWPR (ne˙
˙
nuphar), TMRYZ (tamarisk), and GLWR (?), annul stinking putrefac˙
tion. Astringent ingredients, such as TMRYZ (tamarisk) and ŠPRYR
˙
(cypress), counteract moistness of the air. Refining ingredients, such as
zingiber, counteract the thickness of the air. One should apply these
fumigations four times a day, in the morning, at midday, in the evening,
and at midnight, because at these times the air makes different [sorts] of
movement.
[11] Know that the fumigation that is better and that should be applied
twice a day is that consisting of DYLLY (bdellium), gum tragacanth,
seed of NSTWRSW (cress), GWM (gum) [Arabic], frankincense,
˙
˙
ZTWRQ (resin from Styrax officinalis), KRGWMY (curcuma), saf˙˙
fron, BLQŠY BYŠH, NSYNH (murex) and LYGYWS LWYŠ (aloe
wood). All these [ingredients] should be pulverized, mixed in water and
83 For the composition of these pills, see the tractate on the plague entitled “Quaedam exhortatio contra morbum pestilentialem sive epidemialem,” in Pestschriften aus
den ersten 150 Jahren nach der Epidemie des “schwarzen Todes” 1348. III. Aus Niederdeutschland, Frankreich und England, ed. K. Sudhoff (Archiv für Geschichte der Medizin 5 [1912]), 36–86, 79.
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made into pastilles with the weight of a hazelnut. These can be used as
an errhine. [One should also apply] fomentations with water and vinegar
with citron leaves, quince leaves, and young shoots of roses and the like.
[12] If the air is turbid, one should make a bright fire from RWMNY
(rosemary), GYNBRYS (juniper), WRWGH (rocket), and MWRT
˙
(myrtle). ŠPYTYD (asafetida) alone protects the air against putrefac˙
tion. One should stay in cold places and beware of southern winds. The
windows [of ones house] should be open towards the North. It is said
that the MRQDY (emerald), if it is put on the skin opposite the heart,
protects against poisonous afflictions.
[13] On food and drink. One should avoid sweet things and things that
produce obstructions and foods that are liable to putrefaction as mentioned in Ibn Sı̄nā, [K. al-Qānūn], Book 4, Lecture 1, in the chapter on
pestilential fevers, and take food with sour spices.84 The bread should
be well-leavened, well-baked, with little salt. One should avoid moist
foods. Foods that are allowed are calf, lambs, kids, chickens, especially
when wild, and PYRDYKŠ (partridge), sprinkled with rose water,
TRWNGH (orange), or lemon juice, [and] soft boiled with juice of
˙
sour ingredients.
[14] Vegetables [that are allowed] are ŠPYNQŠ (spinach), BWRGYŠ
(borage), BLYDŠ (beet), and lettuce with vinegar. Pulses should be
avoided, except for beans (Vicia faba L.). According to some [doctors]
one should abstain from cheese and all fishes, except for red scaly [fish
deriving from sources which are] rocky, and roasted in sweet oil with
TRWNGH (orange) juice and a little bit of GYRWPLY (clove).85 All
˙
spices should be avoided except for a little bit of QNYL (cinnamon),
saffron, and ŠPYQ (lavender).
[15] One should avoid sweet wine and only take thin white wine which
tends to be sour and has been greatly diluted. It should not be boiled
and not be MWŠQT (muscat) [wine]. The [wine] called “GRYG”
˙
(Greek) is the most appropriate. Be very careful not to take a dish that
has been left over for the night. In general, one should eat foods that are
easy to digest and always take GWLB (julep) and BWL RMYNY (Armenian bole) with water and vinegar. It [is a remedy that] has been
84 In K. al-Qānūn, vol. 3, 67, Ibn Sı̄nā remarks that one should take a small amount
of sour food.
85 Cf. Gentile da Foligno, “Consilium magistri gentilis super pestilentiam,” in Pestschriften, ed. Sudhoff, 332–339, 339, ll. 57–61; Paris Faculty, Compendium de epidimia,
trans. Palazzotto, “The Black Death and Medicine,” 132.
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tested [and proved], for no one who took BWL RMYNY (Armenian
bole) has fallen ill from the plague. The amount of food [which one
takes] should be less than usual.
[16] The fruits [one takes] should be astringent, acrid, and sour, such as
PYRYŠ (pears) cooked on a fire with wine that has been greatly diluted
and that is called “ZNGWŠH” (?), quinces, sour apples, and sour pomegranates. Take this with GWLB (julep) and BWL RMYNYŠ (Armenian bole) with water and vinegar. The amount of food [which one
takes] should be less than usual.
[17] On evacuation and retention. Those who are full should be bled.
They should beware of a large quantity of food and drink; the superfluities [in their body] should be evacuated according to their disposition.
[18] On movements of the body and soul. Frequent physical exercise in
the summer predisposes [the body] to the occurrence of many diseases,
especially during the time of the plague. For this reason rest is appropriate. Sexual intercourse should be avoided totally, except for those who
abstained from it for a long time and who have a strong libido. One
should have joy and merriment, for then the [vital] spirit can endure
this disease.
[19] On sleep and wakefulness. Sleep should be avoided, so much the
more during the day, and so much the more after the meal; all this
because it dries the body.
[20] Chapter Four: On the signs indicating the awakening and genesis of
this disease wherever it occurs. When the star [called] “ZWBNBWQ”
(= “Zuben Elgenubi”)86 and the star [called] “Ha–Medalleg”87 become
visible, and when it is hot and then again cold either on one and the
same day or on many days, and when the air is so dark and turbid
that it might rain, but it does not rain, and when the summer is hot
and moist, and when the birds leave their nests and eggs, and when
many reptiles can be seen on the earth, the things indeed indicate that
a plague is ready [to happen].

86 I.e. b Librae; see P. Kunitzsch, Arabische Sternnamen in Europa (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 1959) no. 208.
87 Hebrew Ha-Medalleg is a literal translation of Arabic al-qafza. This term stands
for 1. al-qafza al-ūlā; i. e. x Ursae Maoris; 2. al-qafza al-thāniya; i. e. lm Ursae Maioris;
3. al-qafza al-thālitha ; i. e. ik Ursae Maoris; cf. Kunitzsch, Arabische Sternnamen, nos.
56, 188, 189.
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[21] Chapter Five: On the symptoms that distinguish this fever from the
other fevers. [The patient feels] a heat which is strong on the outside and
inside [and] which is accompanied by thirst, dryness of the tongue, the
[feeling] that he cannot endure it, difficulty of breathing, pain in the
parts adjacent to the heart, a foul smell of the things that leave the
body through sweating, breathing, micturiction, and defecation.
[22] Chapter Six: On the healing of this disease. First of all one should
prescribe [to those suffering from it] a diet, for they are often cured by
taking a certain quantity of food. The following [foods] strengthen [the
vital] faculty: TYBŠNH (ptisan) and fat of almonds with a small quan˙
tity of vinegar; the vegetables mentioned [above] with vinegar, and barley water mixed with vinegar; raisins washed in pure vinegar; bread
crumbs washed in water three times and mixed with pomegranate seeds,
a moderate quantity; red PYRYŠ (pears) simmered in the juice of unripe, sour grapes and of pomegranates; TPRYŠ (capers) with vinegar
˙
and sour [butter] milk without the butter. And those who lack appetite
[should] take young cocks and hens, roasted or boiled with TWRWNG
˙
(orange) or lemon juice. One may also boil them in four cooling seeds
(of citron or lemon) and lentils with vinegar and a little bit of oil and
salt, once the initial water in which they have cooked has been thrown
away. It does not stop micturition, and if it is barley water (?). And if
perhaps he desires […].

IV. Supplement
Glossary of foreign terms in Abraham Hens On the plague
˙
Introductory remarks
As we have pointed out in previous articles,88 the Romance words that
appear in Hebrew medical texts in the Middle Ages can often be ambiguously interpreted as belonging to various languages, mainly due to
the lack of vowels. Thus, an item like BWRGYŠ can be seen as the
88 Cf. Bos, Gerrit, andGuido Mensching “Macer Floridus, A Middle Hebrew Fragment with Romance Elements,” Jewish Quarterly Review 91 (2000): 17–51; “Shem Tov
Ben Isaac, Glossary of Botanical Terms, Nrs 1–18,” Jewish Quarterly Review 92 (2001):
1–20; “Hebrew Medical Synonym Literature: Romance and Latin Terms and their
Identification,” Aleph: Historical Studies in Science & Judaism 5 (2005): 11–53; and
“A 15th Century medico-botanical synonym list (Ibero-Romance-Arabic) in Hebrew
characters” in Panacea) 7 (December 2006) no. 24 (www.medtrad.org/panacea/Indice
General/n24_tribunahistorica-bos.mensching.pdf.
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plural of the Old French bourage or the Occitan or Catalan borratge, all
meaning “borage.” Likewise, QNYL can be read as Spanish canela,
Occ. / Cat. canella, and even as Latin or Italian cannella, “cinnamon.”
This difficulty of interpretation becomes even more complicated because
the Romance languages borrowed lexical material, in particular phytonyms, from each other. Thus, e. g. ŠPYQ is espic, “lavender,” originally
Catalan and Occitan, but the word also passed from the latter language
into Old French. Vice versa, GYRWPLY is Old French girofle, “clove,”
which has been borrowed by Old Occitan, Old Catalan, and Old Spanish.89 As becomes evident from the above, the Occitan varieties spoken
in Southern France were very similar to Catalan in the Middle Ages, so
that the two languages cannot easily be distinguished when they occur in
Hebrew transcription. In addition, both languages amply borrowed
terms from each other in the field of medicine. However, there are a
few very clear pieces of evidence in the text that point toward Catalan.
Thus, the forms TRWNGH, TRWNGH, and TWRWNG have to be
˙
˙
read as toronja or taronja, an Arabism meaning “orange” that is typical
for the languages of the Iberian Peninsula and only sporadically passed
on to Southern France, maybe not before modern times. More specifically, MWRT is murta, “myrtle,” which is Catalan (but also Spanish),
˙
but not typically Occitan, where the corresponding plant name is nerta,
documented in Hebrew medical texts of Southern French origin as
NYRT and the like. Another word restricted to Catalan is ŠPRYR,
˙
i. e. ciprer for “cypress,” which was cipres in Old Occitan, Old French,
and Old Spanish.90 Finally, it is important to note that in Catalan as in
Occitan, the Latin feminine ending -a has been preserved (in contrast to
French), but whereas Occitan forms the plural with -as, Catalan used the
ending -es already in the Middle Ages. On some occasions in our text,
the plural ending is clearly marked by Yod-Šin, e. g. in TPRYŠ and
˙
PYRYŠ, forms belonging to tàpera, “caper” and pera, “pear,” which
can only be interpreted as the Catalan plural forms tàperes and peres.
In what follows, we will explain the foreign terms as far as they could
be identified.91 We concentrate on Catalan, but include references to
other languages (though not in a systematic way) in order to further
illustrate the above discussion. Apart from standard dictionaries and
other Hebrew-Romance texts, we also consulted the Regiment de preser-

89

See below, and for Old Spanish, Sin. 257.
See below. For Old Spanish, Sin. 222.
91 Thanks to Frank Savelsberg for his help with this glossary and in particular for
his advice concerning some of the Old Catalan terms.
90
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vació de pestilència by Jacme dAgramont (see above),92 where some of
the Catalan terms can be retrieved.93
Glossary
yoiajsfa: WPYTNŠ – This form is corrupt, but reading the Nun as a
˙
Waw would give the Medieval Latin opiatus for “Soporifer, ab Opio, cui
haec virtus tribuitur” (DuC 6:48a), which is an adjective and would thus
not match the context. The meaning suggested in the text would rather
correspond to Medieval Latin opiata (NGML, O 543) or opiatum (FEW
7:374b), “opiate,” i. e., a soft electuary originally containing opium. The
feminine word is documented in Romance languages, e. g., old French
(opiate, FEW loc. cit.), Old Spanish (opiata, DETEMA 1143b), and also
Old Catalan (opiata), for which the DCVB (8:11b) documents the plural opiates in a medieval text. The form opiatun is documented for Old
Spanish in the DETEMA (1144a), but it is considered there as a spelling
error for opiato, an adjective.
ecfxfa: WRWGH – O.Cat. oruga or O.Occ. auruga, “rocket,” i. e., Eruca sativa L., which existed besides the more common eruga (< Lat.
ERUCA; DCVB 5:146a-b; FEW 3:242a).
elbaxjllfioja: YNTWLLYRBLH – This might be the neuter form of
˙
Latin intolerabilis (intolerabile): “that cannot be borne, intolerable” (LS
988), but more likely it is a Romance adjective, e. g., the O.Cat. or
O.Occ. intol(l)erable for “insupportable” (DCVB 6:706a). The positive
form tollerable is documented for O.Occ. in a medical context: “Veses …
cors del malaute tollerable, cauterisa aquel en mieg loc del cap” (“you
see the body of the sick in the condition to bear it, cauterize that in the
middle of his head,” Trad. dAlbucasis, fol. 3, quoted in RL 4:369a).
pjafla: LWYN – Only in O.Occ. do we find a form aloen – with n –
(RM 167; RL 1:57b), next to aloe (CB 143; RL 1:57b). The latter form is
92 Joan Veny, “Regiment de preservació de pestilència” de Jacme dAgramont (s.
XIV). Introducció, transcripció i estudi linguistic (Tarragona, Diputació, 1971). This
edition can now be consulted electronically, together with other studies and material
concerning the text, at http://www.lluisvives.com/servlet/SirveObras/129205220278171
62321435/p0000002.htm/.
93 We did not scrutinize other texts which might, however, be of interest for future
research. One example that also includes some of the Catalan vocabulary present in
Abraham Hens text is the Patit tractat sobra lo regiment en temps de hepidèmie (Joan
Veny, “Patit tractat sobra lo regiment en temps de hepidèmie (segle XIV): edició i
estudi linguistic,” in Homenatge a Antoni Comas [Barcelona, Universitat de Barcelona,
1985], 545–567).
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also documented for O.Cat. (DECLC 1:223a), for O.Sp. (see Sin 227 and
DETEMA 1:83a–84a), for O.Fr. and M.Fr. (see FEW 1:75b).
yfxfiofma: MWNTWRWŠ – A corrupt form related to the Medieval
˙
Latin adjective emunctorius with the anatomical meaning “excreting”
(MLWB 3–8:1258) or, rather, the noun derived thereof, emunctorium
(MLWB, loc. cit.), i. e. emunctory, an organ or duct that gives off waste
from the body. Most probably, the Waw is a transmission error for Yod,
and thus the form that is present in the text should be interpreted as the
O.Cat. adaptation of the Latin noun, in its plural form emunctoris for
“organs through which one evacuates humours” (DCVB 4:818a); also
cf. O.Sp. emuntorios (DETEMA 590). It has to be taken into account
that the letter c in the nexus -ct- was not pronounced (also cf. the modern Catalan form emuntori, DCVB, loc. cit.).
ywaxioa: NTRQŠ – Latin anthrax for “virulent ulcer” (LS 131; Sin.
˙
Barth. 11: “Antrax dicitur apostema venenosum”). The Latin word existed as a learned loan-word in Medieval Romance (e. g. O.Sp. ántrax, cf.
DETEMA 1:116b-c, O.Fr. antrax, cf. FEW 24:649b; for Catalan, the
DCVB (1:725b) only quotes the modern form àntrax, cf.), but cf. the
form àntrechs (1490) in DECLC (1:332).
wxfiua: ZTWRQ – The vernacular term is the O.Fr. or O.Cat. estor˙˙
ac(h) for Styrax officinalis L. (DCVB 5:573b). Also cf. SHŠ, Het 10,11.
˙
adjijsaya: ŠPYTYD – Medieval Latin asafetida (Sin. Barth. 11b:
˙
“gummi est gravis odoris”) or a Romance learned word, documented,
for example, in O.Occ. as assafetida (CB 318) and in O.Cat. and O.Sp. as
asafetida (DECLC 1:443b, Sin 61,13). All forms belong to the late Latin
phytonym asa or assa foetida (DECLC 1:443b), which designates the
plant Ferula asa foetida L. Cf. SHŠ, Het 2.
˙
ywojsya: ŠPYNQŠ – The word for spinach, from Arabic
, is
espinac in Old and Modern Catalan (DCVB 5:431a–b, DECLC (3:648
s. v. espinacs), but was usually espinarc in Old Occitan and espinace in
Old and Middle French, among others (FEW 19,11–12). As in other
cases, Catalan (here, the plural espinacs) is the most probable reading
here. In the Regiment by dAgramont (V. 2.7), among the vegetables that
should be avoided, we find the forma espinachs, which is just a spelling
variant of espinacs.
wjsya: ŠPYQ – O.Occ. and O.Cat. espic lavender (FEW 12,174ab,
DCVB (5:424b); the word passed into Old French from Occitan. According to FEW (12,175a), this term derives from the Latin spica nardi,
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cf. O.Occ. / O.Cat. espicanardi (DCVB 5,424b, DAO 7,539), O.Cat. espicanard (DCVB 5,425a), *espicnardi (ŠPYQ NRDY, SHŠ, Šin 10), which
meant “Indian nard.” But when the trade with the Orient slowed down,
the nard was substituted by lavender, and (still according to FEW loc.
cit.) the name was transferred to lavender, but in the masculine form.
qljaw ’xwoe jojmxalfbe: BWLRMYNY called QYLS – BLRMYNY
corresponds to O.Fr. bol armeni or O.Cat. bolarmeni (see numerous variants such as bolarmini, bolermini, among others, in DCVB 2:555b), also
the variant(s) bol(l) armini in DECLC 1, 57b. In contrast, in the SHŠ
(Tet 1 and 2), we find BWL RMYNYQ, corresponding to the O.Occ.
˙
bol armenic (FEW 25:271b). The form QYLS could not be identified.
yjojmxa lfb: BWL RMYNYŠ – Plural form of the previous term.
yfmyjlfb: BWLYŠMWS – Medieval Latin bolismus for “excessive hunger” (MLWB 1:1608, MLLM 101a; DuC 1:692c–693a: “Bolismus, passio quae vocatur, sicut ipso nomine declaratur, magna est fames: fit
autem, ut sermo ipse ostendit, de nimio calore et imbecillitate stomachi,” Alexander Iatrosophista, de Passionibus, anonymo interprete, cum
glossis saec. XIII.).
yjcaxfb: BWRGYŠ – A Romance plural form for “borage,” Borago
officinalis, that is, e. g., bourage in O. French, borratge in O.Occ. and
borratge or borage in O.Cat. (DCVB 2:600b, FEW 1,442a).
ydjlb: BLYDŠ – In the context of different vegetables in the part of the
text where this item appears, it should best be interpreted as the plural
of O.Cat./O.Occ. bleda beet, Beta vulgaris (DECLC 1,839b, SHŠ Taw 4
and Het 26), which is bledes and bledas, respectively. Note that bleda was
˙
often confused with O.Cat./O.Occ blet blite (DCVB 2:525b–526a, FEW
1,410b, DAO 6:407), but see the diverging spelling in SHŠ Yod 2
(BLYDZ, BLYTS), reflecting the plural blets. This form also appears
˙˙
in the Regiment by dAgramont (V. 2.7), among the vegetables that
should be avoided.
eoajqo eyjb jywlb: BLQŠY BYŠH NSYNH – The term is a corrupt
spelling of a variant that belongs to Medieval Latin blatta Bisancia,
designating (part of) the murex, imported from Byzantium and burnt
to produce a smoke with medical properties. In medieval medical texts,
the first element often appears as blacta or blacca (e. g., in the synonym
list Alphita, cf. Sin. 86, fn. 49 and 51), so that, for the form that appears
in our text, we can suppose a reading *blacce Bisancie (genitive singular
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or nominative plural). In SHŠ (Zadeh 5), the spelling BLQTY BY˙
˙
ŠNZY is used. Also cf. blacta bizancia in an O.Occ. text (RPA 523).
˙
blfc: GWLB – O.Cat. or O.Occ. jolep or julep for “julep” DCVB
6:792b; RL 2:595b; PSW 4:262b–263a), O.Fr. julep (FEW 19:59b: julep)
“calming potion composed of distillated water and syrup.”
amfc: GWM – O.Cat. or O.Occ. goma for “gum” (DCVB 6:333b; DAO
557,1–1). The Sinonoma Bartholomei points out: “Gummi quando simpliciter de arabico intelligitur” (Sin. Barth. 23a).
qjxbojc: GYNBRYS – Plural of O.Occ. / O.Cat. ginebre, Juniperus communis (PSW 4:120b–121a; DECLC 4:496b–498b). Cf. SHŠ Alef 12
(GNBRY, GYNYBRY). The Catalan singular, ginebre, is used in the
Regiment by dAgramont (V. 1.2) in a similar context as in our text,
i. e., for burning and fumigating.
jlsfxjc: GYRWPLY – Old French girofle or gerofle, “clove,” which had
passed on to Old Occitan and Old Catalan as a loanword according to
FEW 2,1,446b; also cf. DCVB (6:301b–302a). In Catalan, it is documented since 1249 (cf. DECLC 4:513b), and appears in the Regiment by
ch. 1 dAgramont (I. 1). For Occitan, see, among others, SHŠ Beit 1:
GYRWPLY.
cjxc: GRYG – The vernacular term corresponds to the O.Cat. or O.Occ.
grec for “Greek” (DCVB 6:397b; RL 2:506b). Here, it is used in the
sense of vi grec, literally “Greek wine”; cf. DCVB 10:776a–777b, where
it is defined as a variety of grape or wine which seems to be weak at first
sight but has much effect afterwards. The term vi grec also features in
the Regiment by dAgramont and is explained in the glossary of the
edition as a sweet white high-degree wine.
jlljd: DYLLY – Genitive singular of the Latin bdellium (MLWB 1,1398,
NPRA 34), “resine of some Commiphora species”; see Sin. 234 for
further references. The form delli is used a medical text of Catalan origin: see Arnaldi de Villanova, Opera medica omnia, ed. by M. R. Vaugh,
P. Gil-Sotres, F. Salmón, J. Arrizabalaga, vol. XVII. Barcelona: 2004,
p. 612.
josd: DPNY – Latin daphne for “laurel,” Laurus nobilis L. (NPRA 86).
ywojxf: WRYNQŠ – This term could not be identified, but is maybe a
corrupt spelling for orenga (DCVB 8:39a), Origanum vulgare, a word
restricted to Catalan.
eyfcog: ZNGWŠH – This term could not be identified.
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yjxsai: TPRYŠ – This is tàperes, plural of O.Cat. tàpera, “caper,” cf.
˙
Regiment by dAgramont (V. 2.3). This form (with initial [t] instead of
˙
the etymological inital [k]) seems to be restricted to Occitan (FEW
2,1,285a) and Catalan (DCVB 2:953a), but the plural ending -es suggested by the Hebrew spelling excludes the former, which would have as. According to DECLC 8:295a–296b, the Eastern Catalan varieties
have caparra.
eoaybji: TYBŠNH – Latin or Romance (p)tisana (from Greek pti˙
sa6nh), reflecting the spelling tipsana, which was quite usual in medieval
texts (cf. its occurrence in the synonym list Alphita, see Sin. 154, fn. 24,
or, e. g. in an Old Spanish text, see DETEMA 1555c). In the Alphita it is
explained as “succus hordei,” which corresponds to the definition given
in the FEW (9:503a–b) .
fajyoi: TNŠYW – Latin tensio “stretching, tension” (LS 1855), “the
˙
process of drawing tight, constriction, spasm” (OLD 1921c).
ecofxi (TRWNGH) ecofxz / (TRWNGH) acofxfi (TWRWNG) – The
˙
˙
word at issue here is typical of the Ibero-Romance languages (including
Catalan), which took it from Arabic
(turunj): Old and Modern
Spanish toronja, Portuguese idem, Catalan taronja, with variants such
as toronja or turonja, see DCVB (10:160b), FEW 19,195a, DETEMA
1569c. In the Regiment by dAgramont (V. 1.1), we find the Catalan
plural form toronges. The dictionaries describe it as an orange. The
word only sporadically passed on to Southern France (cf. Modern Béarnais, i. e., a Gascon (Occitan) variety, tourounge, with the meaning “gros
citron, cédrat” (FEW, l. c.)).
jmfcxk: KRGWMY – This form is not clear. It might be a non-documented Romance form of Latin curcuma, with Western-Romance lenition. According to the FEW (19,100a), the Arabism was introduced in
Latin and Romance through the herbalists and pharmacists; cf. O.Sp.
(DETEMA 448,a) and M.French curcuma, M. French curcume (FEW,
l. c.).
yjafla afjcjl: LYGYWS LWYŠ – Latin, lignum aloes for “aloe
wood”, Aquillaria agallocha Roxb. (NPRA 11, Sin. Barth. 28: “Lignum
aloes, i. lignum amarum”). The Latin term was also used in O.Cat. and
O.Occ. (DCVB 1:539b; DAO 1184,1–2). The first element of this term is
corrupt in our text.
jojmxa qfijl: LTWS RMYNY – This is a mixed Greek and Romance
˙
compound term, *lithos armeni (Greek li6JoV) corresponding to the La-
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tin lapis armenicus, which appears in the synonym list Alphita (cf. Sin.
124,12 and fn. 36). According to Creutzs interpretation of this Alphita
entry (Creutz n 560), it would be the same as “lapis lazuli.” But it seems
that “[l]apis armenus, also known as Armenian stone or lapis stellatus,
in natural history, is a variety of precious stone, resembling lapis lazuli,
except that it is softer, and instead of veins of pyrite, is intermixed with
green. The Armenian stone is so nearly identical to lapis lazuli that it
has often not been distinguished from it” (Wikipedia, s. v. lapis armenus). The second element of the word, RMYNY, could be Old French
or Old Catalan (see above, BLRMYNY). Interestingly, the same
Greek-Romance compound term appears in the Hebrew version of the
Alphita, of Southern French origin (MS Parma 3043, cat. Richler 1532,
265r–266v, discussed in Bos/Mensching, “The literature”, 201–208):
LTWS MYNYŠ, i. e., a black stone (fol. 266a).
˙
aixfm: MWRT – O.Cat. or O.Sp. murta (DCVB 7,679, DECLC 5,851,
˙
DCECH 4,88b; DETEMA 1087b); for Catalan, cf. its appearance in the
Regiment by dAgramont (V. 2.1). As we have pointed out in previous
articles, this item is one of the few definite ones for separating Catalan
and Occitan, since, in the latter language, this plant is called nerta (FEW
6–3:316b–317b, cf. NYRT or NYRTH in SHŠ Alef 5). For further dis˙
˙
cussion, see Bos and Mensching, “Shem Tov Ben Isaac,” 29 and Bos and
Mensching, “The Literature,” 194.
iawyfm: MWŠQT – Muscat wine, so called because its smell resembles
˙
the one of musc. Old and Middle French (vin) muscat, Catalan (vi)
moscat (FEW 19,132b, DCVB).
effxjm: MYRWWH – Probably a corrupt spelling for Lat. myrrha,
“myrrh” or a Romance form thereof (e. g. O.Occ / O.Cat. mir(r)a, see
DECLC 5:704a, FEW 6,316a; also cf. MYR in SHŠ Mem 8). This
hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that Cat. mirra appears in the Regiment by dAgramont (V. 2.1, among others) in the same context: “[…]
que facen foch […] de romer ho de ginebre e poden fer perfum densens
e de mirra […]” ([…] that they make fire of rosemary or of juniper and
they can make a scent of frankincense and of […]).
jdwaxm: MRQDY, emerald – O.Cat. or O.Occ. marac(h)de for “emerald” (DCVB 7:227b; DAO 316,1–1 and 1–2).
laofajdjxm: MRYDYWNL – Cat. meridional, “Southern”; see vent
meridional, “Southern wind” in DCVB (7:374b), also cf. O.Fr. meridional (adj.) FEW (6–2:33b), meridı̈onel (TL 5,1521a), O.Sp. viento meridional (DETEMA 1037c).
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wjiym: MŠTYQ – O.Cat. or O.Occ. mastic or mastec for “résine de
˙
lentisque” (i. e., resin of the lentisk; DAO 554,1–1; DCVB 7:290a-b).
Cf. SHŠ Nun 2, where the same spelling is documented, besides
MŠTYQ.
xasfojo: NYNWPR – Latin, O.Cat. or O.Occ. nenu(f)far (DCVB
7:736b; DAO 1055,1–1; Sin. Barth. 31: “Nenufar est flos ungulae caballinae aquaticae, vel est lilium quod crescit in aquis et habet folia lata
supernatantia aquam”).
fuxfiqo: NSTWRSW – Related to the Latin nasturtium, “cress,” Lepi˙
˙
dium sativum, this item might represent the Latin term without the final
-m (which was often not written in Hebrew-Romance texts, see Bos and
Mensching, “Macer Floridus,” 24–25, and “A 15th Century medico-botanical synonym list,” 263). The form that we find here would be better
matched by nasturço, an Old Spanish adaptation of the Latin word (see
Sin. 132,6), the Catalan adaptation being nasturçi, which would leave the
final Waw unexplained. The more usual hereditary forms such as, e. g.,
Middle French nasitort, naritort, nostois (FEW 7,29–30), O. Occitan
nazitor(t) (ibidem, cf. NŠTWRŠ in SHŠ Šin 12), or Catalan morritort
˙
(DECLC 5,883a), are even more deviant from what we find here.
jxijq: SYTRY – This term might either be read as Middle French
˙
(pome) citre “lemon” (FEW 2,1,720–722) or Old Catalan/Occitan/
French cedre, “cedar (wood)” (DCVB (3:94b, DAO 648,1–2, FEW 2–
1: 564b); the latter meaning would fit better into the context. It has to
be noted that the letter Tet was quite often used for representing a Ro˙
mance d.
gaxd ylfljs: PYLWLŠ DRZ – The first element of this term is the
O.Cat. pil.lola (DCVB 8:582b–583a) or the O.Occ. pillula (RL 3:541b
and PSW 6:320b) for “pill.” The first letter of the second element seems
to correspond to the preposition de “of,” so that the whole term could
be read as *pil.lolas de Raz, “Rhazess pills.” For the composition of
these pills, see the treatise on the plague entitled “Quaedam exhortatio
bona contra morbum pestilentialem sive epidemialem” (1383?) in Sudhoff, Pestschriften aus den ersten 150 Jahren nach der Epidemie des
“schwarzen Todes” 1348 (Archiv für Geschichte der Medizin, Bd. 5
(1912), 36–87, p. 79, and the anonymous Hebrew plague treatise entitled
“On pestilential fever” in MS Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz 232 (4 836) (edition forthcoming).
ykjdxjs: PYRDYKŠ – Latin perdix, “partridge” (ThLL 10–1:1259).
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yjxjs: PYRYŠ – This is is the plural of O.Cat. pera, “pear” (DECLC
6:441a-b). An O.Occ reading (RL 3:514a, DAO 3:278–279) is not possible here because of the plural ending, see above for TPRYŠ. The Occi˙
tan form, peras, is reflected in SHŠ Qof 3: PYRŠ.
fajqfxjyjxs: PRYŠYRWSYW – Medieval Latin praeservatio, a usual
term in the Latin pest literature, or Catalan preservació, i. e., the prophylaxis or prevention, in contrast to cura, which is the actual therapy. The
Catalan term is amply documented in the Regiment by dAgramont (see
also the explanation in the glossary of the edition).
ylfdou: ZNDWLŠ – The vernacular term seems to be the O.Cat. sàn˙
dils, “sandalwood” (DCVB 9:723a) or might be a corrupt spelling of the
Latin sandalus (Sin. Barth. 38). In O.Occ., we only find the form sandril
(DAO 1182,1–1).
qljaw: see jojmxa lfb
yfoxjfw: QWYRNWŠ – This word might correspond to the O.Cat. adjective cavernòs (“belonging to or containing caverns”, DCVB 3:89a),
but probably it is corrupt for cavernes, i. e., Old or Middle French
(FEW 2–1:556b–557a) or (Old) Catalan (DCVB, loc. cit.) for caves.
Cat. cavernes features in dAgramonts Regiment (I. 1), although in another context.
fajiywjmfw: QWMYQŠTYW – Latin commixtio “mixing, mingling”
˙
LS 380; (w. ref. to elements or humours) “complexion,” “temperament”
(DML 1:396a)
ailjcy awjiw: QTYQ ŠGYLT – The first element might be a corrupt
˙
˙
form of Latin terra, so that the whole term could be read as Lat. terra
sigillata; cf. SHŠ Tet 1 (O.Occ. or O.Cat. TYR ŠGYLDH).
˙
˙
aljow: QNYL – Lat. cannella, O.Occ. canel(l)a (RL 1:310a) or canelha
(CB 216), Old Catalan can(y)el(l)a (DECLC 2:497a; AdV 490), “cinnamon”; cf. SHŠ Dalet 1 (QNYLH) and Qof 8 (QNYL). For O.Cat.,
also cf. canella in the Regiment by dAgramont (I. 1).
jomfx: RWMNY – O.Cat. romanı́, “rosemary,” Rosmarinus officinalis,
documented since 1376 (DCVB (9:552b). The Regiment by dAgramont
(V. 1.2) shows another Catalan word for rosemary, romer, in similar contexts as in our text, i. e., for burning and fumigation (see above with
respect to GYNBRYS).
eafcjy: ŠYGWH – This term could not be identified definitely. It
might be seen as a variant belonging to the Latin cicuta, “hemlock,”
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but as such, if it not an error, it could only be interpreted as O.Fr. cegue,
segue or M.Fr. chigue (FEW:2,2,668a). This would be the only item in
this text that is exclusively French and is thus not very probable (note
that the modern Occitan forms of the type siguo were adapted from
French according to FEW, loc. cit.). The original Occitan and Catalan
forms are cicuda (Occ., FEW, l. c.) and ceguta, ceguda (Cat., DECLC
2:657b). In addition, the plant hemlock would not make much sense in
this part of the text.
lofajxiojisy: ŠPTYNTRYWNL – Catalan septentrional, “northern,”
˙
˙
cf. vent septentrional, “northern wind” (DCVB (9:849b, see its occurrence in the Regiment by dAgramont II. 1.1); also cf. O.Fr. septentrı̈onal
(TL 9,503a), O.Sp. viento septentrional (DETEMA 1463a).
xjxsy: ŠPRYR – O.Cat. xiprer, ciprer, siprer, Cupressus sempervirens
(DCVB 10:946a); also cf. Arnaldi de Villanova, 611, çiprer (al. siprer).
According to FEW (2–2:1613a), the O.Fr. and O.Occ. form was cipres.
This is also the etymological form in Catalan (cf. the Regiment by dAgramont V. 2.1), whereas the form that we find here has been adapted to
the model of other names of trees ending with -er (e. g. pomer, “apple
tree”); cf. DCVB, loc. cit.
jwoyy: ŠŠNQY – This term could not be identified.
ujxmz: TMRYZ – Latin tamarix or the O.Occ. tamaris, “tamarisk”
˙
(NPRA 255; FEW 13:71a; DAO 779,1–1). For O.Cat., only the form
tamariu is documented (DCVB 10:125b).
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